Her emotions change according to the conversations she has with people.

The robot - Nadine, to give its full name - works as a receptionist at
Nadine, the emotionally intelligent robot is certain to win over all the students and faculty from the Nanyang University. It's also humanoid; with long dark hair, Nadine looks just like a normal receptionist, only slightly less human. EDGAR can be controlled from any place in the world that has internet.

"EDGAR is a real demonstration of how telepresence and social robots can be used for business and education", said associate professor Gerald Seet from the School of Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering.

"In future, a renowned educator giving lectures or classes to large groups of people in different locations at the same time could become commonplace", he added.

Another important fact that needs to be known about Nadine is that she was created to resemble the appearance of her creator, Nadia Thalmann. Can she walk and run??